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Francesco Corbetta - The Best of All 

Section VI Part 1 

Music in Manuscript Sources 

10. Introduction 

 It is an indication of how influential Corbetta was, both in his lifetime and for some 
fifty years after his death, that many of his pieces survive in manuscript copies of one sort 
or another.   A small number of them also found their way into other printed books. 

These sources can be divided into two groups. 

A. Manuscript copies of pieces which are included in his surviving printed books. 

B. Pieces in manuscript attributed to him but not included in his surviving printed books. 

Some of his pieces may have circulated in manuscript before they were printed and pieces 
may sometimes be attributed to him in manuscript sources simply because he was famous 
and may not necessarily be by him.  

   Richard Pinnell’s dissertation includes a list of concordances for the printed works as 
Appendix II.1 This is useful, but many of the pieces that Pinnell claims are concordant bear 
little resemblance to any of Corbetta’s works, and he has also included modern editions 
which are not particularly relevant.   Inevitably many more concordances have come to light 
since his work was completed. 
 
The most significant manuscript sources are  
 
 GB:Ob Ms.Mus.Sch.C94 - Pieces de Guitarre de differendes Autheures recueillis Par Henry 
François de Gallot, copied in the 1660s and 1670s.  
B:Lc.Ms.245 – Untitled, copied by the Flemish clergyman and amateur guitarist, Jean-
Baptiste de Castillion in about 1706. 
GB:Lbl Ms.Add.31640 - Santiago de Murcia - Passacalles y obras” dated 1732. 
I-Moe Ms.Mus.E.323 
I-Moe Ms.Mus.F.1528 
 
   Two printed sources which have some bearing on the way that Corbetta’s music circulated 
are the “pirated” edition of his 1648 book Varie scherzi di sonate, which appeared in print 
probably in the 1650s; and Antoine Carré’s two books, Livre de guitarre, printed in Paris in 
1671 and Livre de pieces de guitarre et de musique, printed sometime between 1677 and 
1688. 
 
   This study is an attempt to describe and evaluate the contents of these manuscripts. 
A few other sources are also considered.   
 

                                                 
1 Richard Pinnell - The role of Francesco Corbetta (1615-1681) in the history of music for the baroque 
guitar, p.332-342. The page numbers used throughout this study are those in the original typescript 
of Pinnell’s disertation and may vary from those in the later printed version – UMI Studies in 
Musicology, xxv (Ann Arbor MI, 1980).  
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 It is currently divided into four parts. 
 
   Part 1 The principal alternative sources of Corbetta’s music 
 
 10.   Introduction 
 11.   Printed sources 
 12.  The Gallot manuscript - GB:Ob Ms.Mus.Sch.C94 (Gallot) 
 13.   The Liège manuscript - B:Lc.Ms.245 (Liège)  

14.   Santiago de Murcia - Passacalles y obras - GB:Lbl Ms.Add.31640 (Murcia) 
 
Part 2 Alternative versions of pieces from La Guitarre royale (1671) compared 
  

15. Introduction 
15A. Notes on Gallot’s versions 
15B Notes on Castillion and Murcia’s versions 
15C. Parallel transcription of Gallot and Corbetta in staff notation 
15D Parallel transcription of Gallot and Corbetta in tablature 

 
Part 3 Observations on misleading theories about Corbetta’s music 
 

16. Gallot’s riddles unravelled 
17. Pandora’s lyre unpicked 

 
Part 4 Other manuscript sources – working….. 
 
 18. The Modena manuscripts 
 19. Other mansucript sources 
 
30th January 2017 
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Francesco Corbetta - The Best of All 

11. Alternative Printed Sources  

Introduction 

In an era when there was very little copyright protection, Corbetta seems to have been a 
frequent victim of plagiarism, and in some instances, outright piracy, something that he 
complains about in the instructions for the player in   La Guitarre royalle.  He refers to two specific 
incidents; one involving his pupil, Giovanni Battista Granata, who apparently included some of 
Corbetta’s pieces in one of his own books of guitar music in the 1640s; and another which 
occurred in Paris in about 1656, when the plates of one of his books were stolen from him and 
used for another printed edition.   
 

Corbetta’s complaints of plagiarism 
 
Giovanni Battista Granata 
 
 Granata was a guitarist of some distinction who published seven books of music for the 
instrument between 1646 and 1684.  He spent the whole of his career in Bologna, working as a 
teacher, as well as earning his living as a barber surgeon. He is also listed as supernumary lutenist 
at the Concerto Palatino in Bologna between 1651-1653.  He was a student of Corbetta, 
presumably around the year 1639, when Corbetta himself was based in Bologna. In the Italian 
preface to La Guitarre royale  Corbetta accuses Granata of including some his pieces in one of 
his books, possibly that of 1646. To get his own back, Corbetta included some of Granata’s pieces 
in a book which he says he had dedicated to Duke Georg Wilhelm of Brunswick-Lüneberg.  This 
was probably printed around 1652-53 when Corbetta is known to have been at the court in 
Hanover. In the Italian instructions to La Guitarre royalle Corbetta  writes 
 

I must speak of someone else in Italy, in Bologna, a certain guitar player named 

Granata, who, besides  stealing my sonatas, also took ideas from my printed books and 

published them under his name, as I saw in one of his books in Venice, on my return 

from Spain. Whilst I was attending to some business in Bologna, Granata came to me, 

and apologised for publishing some of my sonatas in his book.  As he had been one of 

my students, he had taken the liberty of doing so.  It is also true to say that I had given 

him many of my sonatas years ago, but as he offended me several times with his 

arrogant malice, I resolved to treat him in the same way in a book dedicated to the 

honourable George William, Duke of Brunswick Lünebergh.1 

To date no copies of this book have come to light, but some of the pieces from it are almost 

certainly amongst those found in manuscript sources. 

 

                                                           
1 La guitarre royale (1671) p. 4.  For the full account and original text see  Section I, Part 1,  p.10. 
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A pirated edition 
 

Rather later, after Corbetta had left Italy and was living in Paris, it seems that the printing 
plates of one of his books were stolen from him and used to produce a “pirate” edtion.  Most 
baroque guitar music is printed from engraved plates, rather than moveable type; Corbetta 
clearly owned the plates for at least one of his books, and anyone who managed to get their 
hands on them would have been able to re-use them. 
 
In the Italian version he writes –  
 

I would like to tell you – so that it does not happen again – about what happened to 

some of my sonatas which I had sent for printing; and also about other books which 

have been patched up; and in particular [I would like to tell you what happened]  to one 

I had had printed in the year 1656 here in Paris [at the time] when it pleased His Majesty 

[King Louis XIV] to allow me to take part in an Entrée for several guitars of a ballet 

composed by the most famous Sr. Gio. Battista Lulli.  As an act of respect I presented His 

Majesty with two copies.  As I had to travel, the plates were transported elsewhere and 

after some other pieces had been added to them they were dedicated to a foreign 

Prince.2  

A longer account of the incident is found in the French preface 

Such sentiments could only come from those to whom I have given my pieces, which 

they have torn up, stolen, printed and turned to their own profit. Amongst them  are 

those who have taken from me the plates of a book which I had left in Paris, after having 

dedicated it to the King of France, on the occasion of a ballet composed by the 

celebrated composer Jean-Baptiste Lully, Master of the King’s Music, in 1656.  For this I 

was allowed by His Majesty to take part in an Entrée for several guitars, as I had 

presented two copies of this book of my composition to that great monarch, in 

recognition of all the favours which I had received from His Majesty.  They took 

advantage of the time of my departure from Paris in order to sieze the said plates, 

throwing in some other pieces and dedicating them afresh in their name to a foreign 

prince.3 

There are some discrepancies between the two accounts.  In the Italian preface Corbetta says 
only that he had presented the King with two copies of the book which was subsequently pirated;  
in the French preface he says that he had dedicated it to him.  No copies of a book dedicated to 
Louis XIV dating from the 1650s have so far come to light.  
 

 

                                                           
2 La guitarre royalle  p.4. 
3 Op. cit. p. 8. 
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The “pirated” edition of Varie Scherzi di Sonate (1648) 
 

In 1991 an unusual “hispanified” copy of Corbetta’s fourth book of guitar music, Varii 
scherzi di sonate (1648) came to light.  As well as most of the music from the original edition of 
1648, it includes three other pieces by Corbetta, a Prelud in G minor, and a Brand and  Almanda 
in B flat major. It also includes an untitled piece and two additional variations for his own set of  
folia variations which may also be by him; and three unattributed “Spanish” pieces, a Tocada, a 
Marionas, a Pavanas.  An anonymous piece has also been hand copied on the first page by a 
previous owner. 
 
   It is possible, but not certain, that this is a copy of a book previously assumed lost - Guitarra 
española y sus diferencias de sones - listed by the 17th century Spanish bibliographer, Nicolas 
Antonio, in the earliest edition of his  Biblioteca Hispana, printed in 1672. The entry reads  
 

FRANCISCUS CORBERA, scriptsit &c. Philippo IV Reg. Nuncupavit - Guitarra española, y 
sus diferencias de sones. 4 
  
[Franciscus Corbera wrote & dedicated to Philip IV (of Spain) Guitarra española, y sus 
diferencias de sones].  

 
It may also be the pirated book to which Corbetta refers to in La Guitarre royale (1671).  
 
The two editions of Varii scherzi di sonate compared 
 

The newly discovered edition matches the description of the pirated edition given by 
Corbetta in his prefaces quite closely.  It is printed from the same plates as an earlier book, and  
it includes pieces which are probably not by Corbetta himself. The contents also reflect the title 
of the book listed by Nicolas Antonio – it includes several sets of variations on Spanish dance 
themes known as diferencias de sones - the passacalles, folias, chaconas, marionas & pavanas. 
Some of the titles of the pieces have also been *hispanified”.  
 
   The surviving copy has no title page or preliminaries. These, if any, were probably lost soon 
after publication and almost certainly before the book was bound. The card boards and single 
end paper of the present binding are seventeenth-century, and are of a fine and unused 
appearance, whereas the first and last pages (1 and 84) are grubby and worn. On the cover, at 
the back and upside down, the name  “Gio Antoni Suvigo” appears, presumably a previous owner, 
possibly Italian. There is no stitching at the front of the binding to indicate a missing gathering 
preceding the first page.  There is a total of 84 pages, in 6 gatherings, numbered consecutively 
from 1 – 84; pages 65-66 and 73-76 are missing.  
 

                                                           
4 ANTONIO (1672) Vol. 1, p.318. 
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   The pagination begins with the first page of music containing a table of alfabeto chords.  These 
are set out only in Italian tablature and must originally have been followed by two blank staves 
onto which the piece in manuscript has been copied. The table of chords in French tablature is 
not present.  It seems to have been fairly standard practice when engraving music to draw the 
staves onto the plate first before engraving the music; there are often blank staves throughout 
books printed in this way. There are some minor differences between the table of chords in the 
two editions which suggests that the plate used for the “pirate” edition is not that used for the 
original 1648 edtion.  It would not be practical to erase two whole staves of tablature. 

 
   The original 1648 edition begins with a series of ten passachaglie and a single chiacona.  These 
are followed by four suites, each comprising a prelud and almanda with a correnta and/or a 
sarabanda.  A fifth suite is in scordatura and comprises a prelud, gigue and passachaglia.  There 
are then five separate corenti francese and four sarabande francese.  The last piece is a set of five 
variations on the folia.  At the end, there are eight pages of excercises in accompanying a bass 
line.  In the recently discovered edition, the pieces have been grouped by form and arranged in 
a different order. The plates have been re-numbered accordingly although the original 
numbering is still visible on some of the printed pages. Overall sixty-five plates are from Varii 
Scherzi (1648) with new pagination and other small changes. There are a further 13 plates which 
are apparently unique to this edition. These are the work of at least two other engravers. 
 
The following 15 plates from 1648 are not included. 
 
p.24-25 Passachaglie beginning in E minor/ending in D major 
p.36   Sarba 
p.37  Sar[abande]  
p.43  Cor[ente] A minor -  last two lines.  
p.58-59 Prelud al nuovo acordo 
p.60-61 Gigue ditto 
p.62-64 Paschal ditto  
p.66  Cor[ente] [A minor] 
p.72  Sara[bande] [C minor] 
p.73  Seconda Parte 
 

Page 43, the closing bars of the Corente in A minor, has probably been omitted by accident, 

perhaps because it was not amongst the plates stolen from Corbetta. 

The contents with concordances are listed in the following Table. 
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Table 1 
Varii Scherzi di Sonate per la Chitara Spagnola 

Comparative Table of Contents for the Original Edition (Brussels, 1648) and the “Pirated” Edition 
(Spelling variants italicised. Pieces new to this edition highlighted) 

Pirated 
edition 
page 
number 

Title 1648 
edition 
page 
number 

Alternative source Notes 

1  Tabolatura 
 
 
 
Manuscript 
piece 

7  Changed from Tavolatura.  Italiano 
erased. M2 has * instead of  + ; * added 
to M3 (lacks + in original) 
Tavolatura francese omitted 
3 A major Italian tablature/alfabeto 

2 Prelud.   C = 2/2. G minor. Italian 
tablature/alfabeto 
New rounded plate. 

3-4 Tocada    C = 2/2.  G minor. Italian tablature 
New square plates. 

5-6 Preludio al 5to 
tuono 

32-33  C major.  
Page nos. 4? & 32 erased on p5; 4? & 33 
from p.6. 

7-8  Preludio al 3to 
tuono  

38-39  C A minor 
 

9-10 Preludio al 6to 
tuono 

46-47  C F major 

11-12 Preludio al 4to 
tuono 

52-53  -  E minor 

13-14 Marionas   3 D major. Italian tablature 
New square plates. 

15-16 Untitled  
[Chaconas/ 
Marionas] 

 See separate table 
for concordances 

Italian tablature. New square plates. 
 

17 Prima parte 
Folias 
Seca Parte 

75  3 D minor.  
Page no. 75 erased 

18 Parte terra 76   

19 Quarta Parte 77   

20 Quinta Parte 78  Bar 2, Open 5th course added to first 
beat ; bar 4, 3 on 5th  course added to 
first beat.3 

21 P.t 6a y 7a.  See separate table 
for concordances 

New square plates. Italian tablature 

22 
 
23-24 

Pavanas 
 
Cont… 

  C =2/2 D minor. Italian tablature. New 
square plate 
New rounded plates. 

25 Chiaconas 28  3 C major.  
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26 
27 
28 

 
 
29 
30 
31 

Page no. 11 erased. Bar 18 – 2 notes 
inserted 
 
Page nos. 30 & 31 erased 

29-30 Passachagllas 8-9  3 C minor-B flat major 

31-32 Id. 10-11  3 B flat major-G minor 

33-34 Id.  12-13  3 G minor-F major 

35-36 Id  14-15  3 F major-D minor 

37-38 Id.  16-17  3 D minor-C major 

39-40 Id.  18-19  3 C major 

41-42 Id.  20-21  3 A minor-G major 

43-44 Id. 22-23  3 G major-E minor.  

45-46 Id.  26-27  3 D major  

47- 
48 

Alma 54-55  C E minor 

49-50 Cor 56-57  3 E minor 

51-52 Alma 34-35  C C major.  

53  Cor   67  3 C major.  

54-55 Alma 48-49  C F major 

56-57 Sarba 50-51  3 F major 

58 Cor 42  3 A minor.  
Second page (43) lacking 

59 Sarba 44  3 A minor 

60 Cor 65  3 G minor 

61 Sarba 45  3 G minor  
45 erased 

62-63 Alma 40-41  C A minor 

64 Cor 68  3 A minor.  

65-66 Missing   The other half of this bi- folium is pp.83-
84 which has been pasted in at the end 

67 Sarba 71  3 C major 

68 Sarba 74  3 G major 

69 Sar 70  3 D minor 

70 Cor 69  3 C major 

71 Brand  B:Lc.Ms.245, p.93 
GB:ObMs.Mus.Sch.C
94, f.44 

C = 2/2 B flat major. Italian 
tablature/alfabeto 
New square plate. 

72 Alma  GB:Ob 
Ms.Mus.Sch.C94,  
f.44 

C = 2/2 B flat major. Italian 
tablature/alfabeto 
New square plate. 

73-76    Missing bifolium at centre of final 
gathering 

77 Scala di musica 
par b quadro e 
par b mol. 

79  Previous numbering of the plates from 
61-67 has been erased. 
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78 Mode di tocar 
la notta col 
diesis y sin 
p[er] b 
quadrado. 
Il  Simile p[er] b 
mol. 

80  

79 Modo di dar la 
compagto a la 
notta della 
terza minor y 
mayor 

81  

80 Modo di dar la 
compagto alla 
notta della 
siesta [sic] 
minor y mayior 

82  

81 Modo de haser 
la Cadenza di 
quarta e 
Terzera con La 
quinta falssa 

83  

82 Il Simile par b. 
mol 

84  

83 Modo de haser 

la Cadenzia de 
Setima y Siesta 
[sic] par b 
quadrado 

85  

84 Il Simile par b. 
mol 

86  

 

Alterations and amendments to the original plates 
 
There are two surviving copies of the original 1648 edition, one in the British Library in 

London (GB:Lbl) and another in the Bibliothèque nationale in Paris (F:Pn.). The copy in GB:Lbl has 
a substantial number of handwritten corrections, probably made at the printers.   Some, but not 
all, of these corrections appear to have been made to the plates before the copy in F:Pn was 
printed. Further minor  but significant changes have clearly been made to several of the plates 
after the printing of the Paris copy and before the printing of the newly discovered one.  Some 
of the pages have been re-numbered more than once, some of the titles have been “hispanified” 
and the tablature has been amended in a couple of places. 
 

On page 1, the title, Tavolatura, has been changed to the Spanish spelling, Tabolatura. 
Chord M2 on the second stave has a * instead of a +,  and a * has been  added to Chord 
M3 (it lacks the + in original). A scroll has been added at the end of the second stave. 
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Instead of theTavolatura francese included in surviving copies of the original 1648 edition, 
there must originally have been two blank staves on to which a piece has been hand 
copied at a later date. This suggests that this plate does not belong to the original 1648 
edition but to an earlier edition or book which did not inlcude the table in French 
tablature.  
 
The abbreviated form “Prelud”, has been altered to Preludio for each of the preludes 
taken from the original edition, although the abbreviated form is used for the prelude on 
page 2 found only in this edition.  
The pages of the Prelud al 5o tuono, on p.5-6 in this edition and p.32-33 in the original 
edition seem to have been numbered 4?-4? at some stage.  
 
A minor correction to the tablature has been made in the Quinta Parte of the Folias on p. 
20; on the first stave, an open 5th course is added to first beat of bar 2; and 3 on 5th  course 
added to first beat of  bar 4. 
 
The pages of the Chiacona, on p.25-28 in this edition and on p.28-29 in the original edition 
seem to have been numbered 11-14 in the intervening period; 11 is still legible in the top 
right-hand corner of p.25 and 13 just legible in the top right-hand corner of p.27. The 
original page numbers. 28 & 30 are also still legible. The title has been changed to the 
Spanish plural form Chiaconas, and a minor correction has been made to the tablature in 
the last bar of the fourth stave on p.25.  
 
On p.29 the title Passachaglie has been changed to Passachagllas.   
 
On page 45 two earlier page numbers are still legible, 34 in the top right-hand corner and 
46 in the top left-hand corner.  
 
In the original edition, the continuo exercises at the end of the book occupy pages 79-86, 
changed in this edition to  77-84.  However, page numbers 61-68 which have been erased 
are still partly visible.  Some of the Italian terms used in the titles of the exercises have 
been changed to their Spanish forms.  

 
   If Corbetta owned the plates from which the book was printed, he may have re-used some or 
all of them himself, either for the book dedicated to Duke Georg Wilhelm of Brunswick, or one 
printed in 1656 and dedicated to Louis XIV.   What is difficult to determine is whether Corbetta 
himself “hispanified” and re-used some of the plates for a Spanish edition before they were 
stolen from him, or whether the “hispanification” was the work of the pirate.  The “hispanifier” 
was probably not a native Spanish speaker.   He has put “siesta” instead of “sexta” on pages 80 
and 83 and the correct Spanish form of Passachaglie is Passacalles not Passachagllas.  It seems 
unlikely that there would have been two separate “Spanish” editions of the work.  Given that the 
three additional “Spanish” pieces are unlike anything else that Corbetta is known to have 
composed, and that the plates for them are apparently the work of a different engraver, it seems 
most likely that Spanish amendments were made after the plates were stolen. 
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The additional pieces not found in the original 1648 edition 

There are seven complete additional pieces and two additional variations for the folia.  

Three pieces can be attributed to Corbetta himself with a reasonable degree of certainty. The 

untitled piece and the additional  folia variations incorporate some material which is clearly by 

Corbetta. The three “Spanish” pieces could be those which were “thrown in” by the “pirate”.  The 

piece copied in by hand on page 1 also appears to be complete, but is partly illegible.  

Pieces by Corbetta himself 
 
   These are the Prelud in G minor on p.2, the Brand (or Brando) in B flat major on p.71 and the 

Almanda in B flat major on p.72.  All three are in Italian tablature with alfabeto. A concordance 

for the Prelud has not yet been traced, but it is in the same style as the other preludes in the 

original 1648 book. Concordances for the other two pieces are found in later manuscript sources, 

- Pieces de guittarre de differends autheurs copied by the French guitarists, Henry François de 

Gallot in the 1660s, (GB:Ob Ms.Mus.Sch.C94), and the untitled manuscript copied by the Flemish 

clergyman, Jean-Baptiste de Castillion in about 1706, (B:Lc.Ms.245). Both these manuscripts are 

in French tablature and each includes a substantial number of pieces by Corbetta which are not 

found in any of his surviving printed books.  

    The Brand appears in both B:Lc.Ms.245 on p.93, where it is attributed to F. Corbetta, and in 

GB:Ob Ms.Mus.Sch.C94 on f.44, where it is anonymous.  The Almanda appears anonymously in 

GB:Ob Ms.Mus.Sch.C94, also on f.44.  In GB:Ob Ms.Mus.Sch.C94 the two pieces are followed by 

a gigue in B flat major and both manuscripts include the same courante and sarabande in the 

same key.  The missing pages 73-76 in the pirated edition occur after the Almanda and before 

the exercises for accompanying a bass line; these could have included the other movements of a 

suite in B flat major.  

   It is possible that amongst the stolen plates there were a few which belonged to at least one 
other book which Corbetta had had printed, perhaps one which he had in fact dedicated to Louis 
XIV, or to the one which he says he had dedicated to Duke Georg Wilhelm of Brunswick-Lüneberg. 
The plate for the Prelud is almost certainly the work of the engraver of the original 1648 book, 
made at the same time.  It may have been intended to precede the isolated Saraband in G minor 
on p.45 of the original edition,  p.61 in the “pirate” edition) and omitted for lack of space. The 
plates for the Brand and the Almanda are probably the work of a different engraver.  
 

The “Spanish” pieces  

These are in Italian tablature without alfabeto which was probably not used in Spain 

before its inclusion in Sanz’s Instrucción de música.5  The plates appear to be the work of a 

different engraver; the form of several of the figures is very distinctive, notably the lopsided 

                                                           
5 SANZ, Gaspar - Instrucción de Música  (Zaragoza, 1674). 
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figure 4, which is found in some Italian guitar books of the period, including those of Bartolotti6 

and Roncalli7, and the horizontal rather than vertical figure 8 used by Bartolotti.  All three pieces 

are in the typically conservative Spanish style as exemplified by Francesco Guerau8 and Antonio 

de Santa Cruz.9  This is characterized by two- and three-part counterpoint with few strummed 

chords. The Tocada in particular seems very old fashioned.  The Pavanas and Marionas are sets 

of variations on standard themes which are found in both Spanish and Italian sources. Most 

Spanish guitar books include examples of both, and Foscarini includes a set on the Pavanas.10  

The Pavanas is usually in D minor and based on the harmonic scheme of the folia and its 

associated melody. The one included here is typical. The Marionas is usually in C major and based 

on the descending bass line of the chiacona. The one here is however in D major and based on 

tonic/dominant harmony. It is therefore strictly speaking a Capona. Both the Marionas and the 

Capona were originally Spanish sung dances related to the chiacona. The Capona is in triple time, 

but the four bar phrases are often divided into irregular groups of five beats followed by seven 

beats. Piccinini’s Chiaccona Capona alla vera Spagnola is typical.11 Although it is possible that 

these pieces are by Corbetta, they are different in style from anything else he is known to have 

composed.  

The untitled piece and additional Folia variations 

The untitled piece which follows the Marionas is in C major and based on the descending 

bass line of the chiacona.  It includes passages from Corbetta’s own chiacona, (p.28 in the 1648 

edition, p.25 in the “pirate” edition; passages from an anonymous Passacaille in GB:Ob 

Ms.Mus.Sch.C94, and  a Chacone attributed to Corbetta in B:Lc.Ms.245;  a variation from the 

Chiaccona Mariona alla vera Spagnola by Piccinini;12 two variations from a Ciaccona by 

Bartolotti13 and a variation from the Marionas  on p . 13 of the “pirate” edition transposed from 

D major. 

Table 2 

Concordances for untitled piece, p.15-16 

Page 15 

I Stave 1, section 1 Corbetta, 1648, p.28, stave 1, bars 1-4; slight  similarity  

II Stave 1, section 2  

III Stave 2, section 1  

IV Stave 2, section 2  

                                                           
6 BARTOLOTTI, Angiol Michele – Secondo Libro di Chitarra (Rome, ca.1655.)  
7 RONCALLI, Ludovico – Capricci Armonici (Bergamo, 1692). 
8 GUERAU, Francisco – Poema Harmónico (Madrid, 1694). 
9 SANTA CRUZ, Antonio de – Livro  donde se verán Pazacalles (E:Mn Ms. M2209). 
10 FOSCARINI, Giovanni Paulo – Li cinque Libri della Chitarra Spagnola (Rome, 1640), p. 39. 
11 PICCININI, Alessandro – Intavolatura di Liuto (Bologna 1639), p.55. 
12 Op. cit., p.49. An abridged arrangement of Piccinini’s piece is included in Foscarini’s Li cinque Libri della Chitarra 
Spagnola, p.107. 
13 BARTOLOTTI, Angiol Michele – Libro Primo di Chitarra Spagnola (Florence, 1640), p.49. 
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V Stave 3, section 1  

VI Stave 3, section 2  

VII Stave 4, section 1  

VIII Stave 4, section 2 Piccinini, p.50, stave 1, bars 4-7; Foscarini, p.107, stave 2, bar 
10 to stave 3, bar 3. 

Page16 

IX Stave 1, section 1 Marionas, p.13, stave 2, bar 2-6 and 1648, p. 28, stave  4, bars 
1-5 

X Stave 1, section 2  

XI/XII Stave 1, section 3 
Stave 2, section 1 

GB:Ob Ms.Mus.Sch.C94, f.16v, stave 3, bar 8 to stave 4, bar 9; 
Bartolotti, 1640, p.49, stave 4, bars 2-10 

XIII Stave 3, all 1648, p.29, stave 4, bar.3 to p.30, stave 1, bar 5 

XIV Stave 4, all GB:Ob Ms.Mus.Sch.C94, f.17, stave 2, bar 8 to stave 3, bar 3 – 
similar rhythmic pattern but bassline and harmony vary. 

 
 Corbetta’s Folias appeared in print for the first time in his 1643 book in a version which 

comprises only four variations; a fifth variation was added in 1648.  The two versions vary; in 

particular the first and second variations are unbarred and the note values are less clear in the 

1648 version.    Of the two new variations found in this edition, the sixth starts with the same 

material as the third variation in the original version but develops differently, whilst the seventh 

starts with a motif used in a Folies attributed to Corbetta in B:Lc.Ms.245. 

Table 3 

Concordances for Folias Pt 6a. y 7a, p.21 

I Stave1, 
all/stave2, 
measures 1-2 

1648, p.76, this edition, p.18, bars 1-9 

II Stave3, measures 
1-5 

B:Lc.Ms.245, p.136, stave 5, b.1-3 

  

   Both the untitled piece and the additional folia variations appear to be the work of the same 

engraver as the Spanish pieces;  both include examples of the lop-sided 4 and horizontal 8, 

although some of the other figures vary slightly.  It is certainly feasible that Corbetta might have 

added further variations to a later version the Folias, but some of the changes to the untitled 

piece, in particular the simplification of his characteristic and contraversially dissonant harmony 

in the opening section on p.15 and the penultimate section on stave 3, p.16 suggest that it is not 

his own work. 

Conclusions 
 

It is impossible to say where the book was printed. The entry in Biblioteca Hispana gives 
no imprint, which suggests that it did not have one. The  bibliography includes works by 
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Spaniards, in Latin or Spanish,  printed abroad as well as in Spain.  Opportunites for publishing 
music in Spain in the 17th century were limited and the book may therefore have been printed in 
Italy, either in the Duchy of Milan or the Kingdom of Naples. Both were part of the Spanish 
Habsburg hegemony in the 17th century and were governed in the 1650s on behalf of the Spanish 
king, Philip IV. It is of interest to note that Giulio Banfi’s Il Maestro della Chitara, printed in Milan 
in 1653, has licences granted on behalf of Philip IV. It includes three pieces in the Spanish style 
and two other pieces dedicated to Spanish noblemen.   

 
   The inclusion in this copy of three plates of music which is not from any of Corbetta’s surviving 
printed books is of particular significance.  It confirms that other music by him had appeared in 
print in Italian tablature between 1648 and 1671. The Spanish pieces are also of considerable 
interest.  If, as it seems reasonable to assume, the book dates from the late 1650s or early 1660s, 
they may be the earliest pieces in tablature by a Spanish guitarist/composer to have appeared in 
print, and if the book was in fact printed in Spain, the earliest music in tablature to be printed 
there – some ten or  fifteen years earlier than Sanz’s  Instrucción de música. 

 

Antoine Carré, Sieur de la Grange 
 

Carré was an exact contemporary of Corbetta, active in Paris as a guitarist and teacher in 
the 1670s.  He and Corbetta were certainly acquainted, as they were involved in a law suit in 
November 1670, the precise nature of which is as yet unknown.14  It seems that the two of them 
moved in the same circles and enjoyed the same patronage. Carré published two books of music 
for the five-course guitar  

 
Livre de guitarre.  Paris : No imprint, 1671. 
 
Livre de pieces de guitarre et de musique. No imprint, ca. 1678/1688. 

 
   The first of these is dedicated to “Son Altesse Serenissime La Princess Palatine”.  This was 
probably Anna Gonzaga,  the youngest daughter of Charles I, Duke of Mantua and Catherine de 
Mayenne (daughter of Charles of Lorraine, Duke of Mayenne) and the sister of Corbetta’s 
erstwhile patron, Carlos II, Duke of Mantua.  In 1645 she married Edward, Count Palatine of 
Simmern, the youngest son of the “Winter Queen” (Charles II’s aunt) and was henceforth known 
as Countess Palatine of Simmern, or Princesse de Palatine.15    
 
   The second book is dedicated to “Son Altesse Royalle Madame la Princesse D’Orange”. This 
would be Princess Mary, the elder daughter of the Duke of York, who succeeded his brother, 
Charles II, to the English throne as James II in 1685. In November 1677 Mary married William III 
of Orange and resided with her husband in the Netherlands until 1688 when, following the 

                                                           
14 For details see Part 1, Biography p.16. 
15 I previously suggested that the “Princesse Palatine” referred to Anna Gonzaga’s  niece,  Princess Elizabeth 
Charlotte who married Philip, Duc de Orléans in November 1671, eight months after the date (28th February 1671) 
of  Privileges of Carré’s Livre de guitarre.  Both were known as the “Princesse Palatine”. 
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abdication of her father, she and her husband became joint monarchs of England. A book 
dedicated to her as “Princesse D’Orange” would therefore date from between 1678-1688; after 
the latter date she would have been know as Queen Mary.  Carré claims to have taught her the 
guitar.  Both books include pieces “borrowed” from Corbetta’s books. Carre was also in the habit 
of incorporating odd passages from other composers works into his own.   
 

Table 1 
Pieces by Corbetta included in Carré’s Livre de guitarre and Livre de pieces de guitarre 

Title Page Concordance Comments 

Carré 1671 

Chaconne p.2 B:Lc.Ms.245, p.96/ B:Bc.Ms.S5615 b.37-41 = b.64-68 
b.45-53 = b.69-77 

Sarabande  p.23 Corbetta (1648), p. 37  Minor variations 

Carré 1678 

Prelude p.1 Corbetta (1671),  p.67 Minor variations 

Chacone p.2 Corbetta (1671) p. 69 b.21-24 = b.1-5 

Prelude p.13 GB:Ob Ms.Mus.Sch.C94, f75v/ 

B:Lc.Ms.245, p.123/Murcia f.73r 
Carré’s prelude is 
unmeasured. The 
second half of the 
second stave and first 
half of the third stave = 
b.4-8 in the three 
manuscript sources. 

Sarab[an]de 
Plainte 

p.17 Corbetta (167), p.65  

Tombeau p.54 Corbetta (1671), p.8  

 
It seems that Carré also had printed a treatise on accompanying a bass line.  “Le bureau 
academique des honnestes divertissmens”, printed in Paris in 1677 lists the following work - 
Traite de la guitarre,  par Monsieur De la Grange,  que Christophe Ballard, Imprimeur de la 
Musique du Roi, proche le Puits Certain, au coin de la rue, s. Jean de Beuavais, vend 3 livres. No 
copies of this have as yet come to light. 
 
31st January 2017 
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Francesco Corbetta - The Best of All 

12. The Gallot Manuscript  
GB-Ob Ms.Mus.Sch.C94 

 
The most significant of all the manuscript sources of Corbetta’s music is GB-Ob 

Ms.Mus.Sch.C94, which for convenience is usually referred to as  the “Gallot” manuscript. (It 
will be referred to as “Gallot” throughout this study). It is one of the largest surviving 
manuscript collection of music for the baroque guitar, including almost 500 solo pieces for 
the instrument as well as six pieces for three guitars tuned in unison; twelve pieces for the 
“guitarre théorbée”1 and seven for the mandore; and other miscellaneous information of 
one sort or another.  It includes seventy-seven pieces from Corbetta’s surviving printed 
books. A further twenty-two pieces can be attributed to him with a reasonable degree of 
certainty and there are fifty attributed to “f” which may refer to him. 
 
   The manuscript was acquired by Bodleian Library sometime before 1854 – the date on 
which the “Catalogue of Music belonging to the [Oxford Bodleian Library] Music School”, 
that includes an entry for it, was compiled by  Robert Hake.2  
 
The title page reads as follows -   

 
Pieces de Guitarre 

de differendes Autheures recueillis 
Par 

Henry François de Gallot 
Escuyer (Esquire) S.[ieur]de franlieu, L’un des fameux et tres excellants de 

ce siecle. faict, 
A Nantes Le xviiii. Septemb.xvic lxj.  

[18th September, 1661] 
Par son tres humble et affectioné serviteur 

Monnier 
 
   It is a complex document consisting of two apparently separate manuscripts bound 
together.  Both are the work of the same copyist – presumably Monnier – but Gallot seems 
to have collected the pieces in some form previously.   Nantes, where presumably the 
copying began, is in Brittany in north west France.3   The manuscript includes pieces 
attributed to various members of the Gallot family, identified only as Gallot d’Irlande, Gallot 
d’Angleterre, Gallot V(vieux?), Gallot Cadet or simply Gallot.  It is not clear which, if any, of 
these, are Henry François himself.  There is no evidence linking them to the Gallots whose 

                                                 
1 For a discussion of this instrument see my article “The chittarra atiorbata and the guittare theorbée : a 
reappraisal” in  Early Music, Vol. 39, no. 1, March, 2011. 
2 Corcoran, Kathleen Anne -  The guitar anthology of Henry Francois de Gallot (1661): A preliminary study 

M.M. The University of Arizona, 1988. http://hdl.handle.net/10150/291728. 
3 Corcoran, in her dissertation (p.23) claims that there was a British presence in Nantes and that the 
inhabitants spoke the “Brittish and French tongues commixed together”.   It seems more likely that they would 
have spoken a mixture of Breton – the form of Gaelic spoken in Brittany rather than English - and French. 
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music for lute survives in other sources. The manuscript also includes at least 17 pieces by 
Bartolotti. 
 
   The larger manuscript comprises 140 folios numbered 1-139 in the original; two 
consecutive folios are numbered 81 in error.   These are preceded by four preliminary folios.  
The title page is unnumbered; the verso is blank.   There are poems addressed to Gallot on 
f.ii and f.iii which refer to his playing both the lute and the guitar and f.iv is ruled for two 
tables of alfabeto chords – major and minor - which are not filled in.  The same table – with 
the chords filled in – is also found on f.137v of the larger manuscript.   This has been copied 
from Antonio Carbonchi’s Le dodici chitarre spostate (1643) f.5v.   At the end of the larger 
manuscript on f.138r there are English translations of Foscarini’s instructions for tuning 
three guitars to play in consort4 and Carbonchi’s instructions for tuning twelve guitars to 
corresponding pitches (f.5r).  On f.138v the passagagli semplici from Carbonchi (f.6v) are 
copied in a slightly different layout and in French tablature, followed by his table of alfabeto 
chords (f.6r) and some other didactic material.  On f. 139 the ceccone semplici from the 
same source (f.6v) are set out in French tablature.   On the final folio f.139v there are 
“Regola per sonar sopra la parte” which seem to be derived from the exercises in Corbetta’s 
1643 and 1648 books although they vary slightly. 
 
The smaller manuscript 
 
   The first part of the smaller manuscript comprising f.v-f.x is bound in after f.iv; (f.ivv is 
blank). These have ten staves to a page; f.ix – f.x are ruled but unused. The gigg on f.vii is 
from De Visée’s Livre de guittarre (1682) p. 36.   The three pieces which follow are dated 
March 1684 and the three minuets on f.viiiv are dated September 1684; all are  attributed to 
Gallot d’Irlande.  Most of the pieces are short and rather simple. This section was evidently 
copied later than the main part of the manuscript.    
 
   The second half of the smaller manuscript begins on f.140r (f.141r) and ends on f.149r 
(f.150r).   Like the first part, this has ten staves to a page.  The date 1682 appears at the 
bottom of f. 140r and the date 1685 at the bottom of f.147r. The folio numbers of the 
preliminary pages, and the two halves of the small manuscript appear to have been added 
by a different hand from that of the copyist of the music, possibly when the manuscript was 
accessioned.     
 
  This section of the smaller manuscript includes twenty pieces from Corbetta’s La guitarre 
royale (1674).  [See Table 4 below] Most of these are from the first part of the book and 
were originally published with a second guitar part.   Gallot has copied only the first guitar 
part.  The “Gigue cherie du Roy” from La guitarre royale (1674) p.9 has been copied in 
twice; the version on f. 142r  has been wrongly titled  “La dauphine sarrabande”.  The 
prelude on p. 10 has also been copied twice. This section was presumably also copied later 
than the main part of the manuscript.    
 

                                                 
4 These are included in Foscarini’s earliest surviving book – Intavolatura di chitarra spagnola. Libro Secondo. 
Macerata: 1629.  They appear to have been copied from Colonna’s - Intavolatura di chitarra alla spagnuola 
(Milan, 1620) but have been misprinted. They were reproduced uncorrected in all subsequent editions of 
Foscarini’s work. 
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The larger manuscript 
 
   The larger manuscript occupies f.1-139.   It is ruled throughout with twelve staves to a 
page, the first stave being indented.  On f.1 there is a table of alfabeto chords set out in 
French tablature; this is dated 1660.  It starts with Chord +, works through the alphabet to Z 
and ends with Chord &.   The consonant form of Chord L is included and there are also 
alternative versions of Chord N and Z. The equivalent transposed chords are given above the 
chords from Q to Z.  Following Chord & are the dissonant form of Chord L and alternative 
versions of Chords S, T and Y.   Gallot was clearly familiar with alfabeto chords and the 
practice of transposing them.   They are used in combination with French tablature for some 
of the pieces copied from Corbetta’s printed books. 
 
   On f.1v there is a series of chord progressions in French tablature.   On f.2r there are 
tablature tuning charts for the standard guitar tuning and the fifteen scordature, some but 
not all of which are used in the later section of the manuscript.   These start with the first 
course and work downwards.  They give no indication of how the guitar was strung. The last 
two charts are dated March 1674; they are copied in darker ink and may have been added 
at a later date. 
 
   Within the manuscript the pieces are grouped according to the keys, represented by the 
alfabeto letters or symbols so that the first section comprises pieces in E minor, represented 
by +, the next, pieces in G major represented by A, and so on.   On f. 2v there is an index 
giving the folio numbers on which each section starts.   However, infilling as time went by 
has resulted in a certain amount of disorder.   The pieces in E minor start on f.3r.  From f.100 
onwards, pieces in different scordature are interspersed with pieces for the “guitarre 
theorbée” (f.100v-101v) and mandore (f.131r-f.132r); the logic of this seems to be that 
these instruments are tuned to different intervals from the five-course guitar.   On f. 136r-
137r there are five vocal pieces comprising text only with a strummed accompaniment 
written out in French tablature.  Three have Italian texts and two French texts. 
 

f.136r Cruda signora       
f.136v Amarilis aux partir 
f.136v Pour este aimé Philis 
f.136v Mio ben 
f.137r Il dolor del partir 

 

Pieces attributable to Corbetta 
 
Pieces from the surviving printed books 
 
   The larger manuscript includes thirty pieces from Varii capricii (1643), twenty-one from 
Varii scherzi di sonate (1648) and six5 from La guitarre royale (1671). [See Tables 1-3  

                                                 
5 Pinnell op.cit. erroneously claims that there are several other concordances for pieces from 1671. 
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below]. There are none from De gli scherzi armonici (1639).6   The pieces from the 1643 and 
1648 books, which are in Italian tablature with alfabeto in the original prints, have been 
transcribed into French tablature 
 
   Very little is known about how early guitar books were printed; in particular, nothing is 
known about how large the print runs were, or how widely printed books circulated. Print 
runs may have been quite small; this would explain why players found it necessary to make 
manuscript copies for their own use.  It is also possible that some of the pieces were in 
circulation before they appeared in the printed books.  
 
   Most of the pieces from the 1643 and 1648 books adhere quite closely to the original 
versions.  Thirty of the forty-two pieces in the 1643 book are included. Gallot has omited the 
pieces in scordatura and a few of the other pieces for no obvious reason. Most of these 
combine French tablature with alfabeto for the 5-part chords; these may well have been 
copied from the printed book. Alternative versions of eight of the pieces are also included. 
These are usually in French tablature throughout, and presumably were obtained from a 
different source. Twenty-one of the thirty-nine pieces in the1648 book are included. The 
individual corentes and sarabandes which make up the last section of the book are omited, 
as are the pieces in scordatura.  All pieces are in French tablature without alfabeto.  
 
   Only six pieces from La guitarre royale (1671) are included.  These were almost certainly 
copied into the manuscript in the 1660s, before La guitarre royalle was published and vary 
significantly from the printed versions. For this reason, they have attracted some misguided 
attention, notably from Lex Eisenhardt, initially in the CDROM files accompanying his 
recording of some of Corbetta’s music7 and subsequently in his more recently published 
book.8  Because they have been invoked in support of some unlikely theories about 
Corbetta’s music, they will be considered in detail in a separate section. 
 

Summary of pieces from Corbetta’s surviving printed books 
 

1643    30 
1648    21 

 1671       6 
1674    20                      
Total    77 

 
Pieces from other sources 
 
  There are seventy-two other pieces, two of which are duplicated, which may also be 
by Corbetta.  [See Table 5 below].  Five of these are attributed to Francisco or Francisque - 
clearly Corbetta.  Eighteen, including one of those attributed to francisco can be attributed 

                                                 
6 Pinnell op. cit. claims that the Folias Espagnolles on f.84r is concordant with the Folia sopra l’E on p.18 of De 
gli scherzi armonici.   Not surprisingly the strummed opening theme is similar but the rest of the piece bears no 
resemblance to the 1639 version.   
7 Lex Eisenhardt – The secret of Corbetta’s notation – CDROM files with “The royal guitar” – Verbena, CDR 
2003-1. 
8 Lex Eisenhardt – Italian guitar music of the seventeenth century. University of Rochester Press, 2015. 
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to him with reasonable certainty as they are found in other sources connected with him in 
one way or another. Fifty of them are identified only by the letter ‘f’ beside the title, which 
presumably stands for Francisco, although this is not entirely certain. Some, but not all, of 
the pieces from the printed books are identified in this way, as are also some, but not all of 
pieces which are attributed to him in other sources.   It is conceivable therefore that some 
of the pieces which have no attribution are by him as well.  
 
   Some of Corbetta’s music may have circulated in France and England only in manuscript 
form, but in view of the number of pieces from the surviving printed books which are 
included, it is likely that many of the other pieces in Gallot’s collection are also from a 
printed source: the book which was printed sometime between 1643 and 1648; the book 
dedicated to the Duke of Brunswick-Luneberg; and possibly the Easie lessons on the guitarr, 
all of which are no longer extant. Two of the pieces, the Allemande (copied twice on 
f.44r/f.45v9), and All[emande Branda (f.44r) in B flat major are included in the “pirated” 
edition of Corbetta’s 1648 book on p.71 and p.72 in Italian tablature with alfabeto. Overall 
there are enough pieces to fill two additional books. 
 
     Some of the pieces in the Gallot manuscript are included in two later manuscripts, 
B:Lc.Ms.245, copied by the Flemish cleric Jean-Baptiste de Castillion, and GB:Lbl 
Ms.Add.31640 -  Santiago de Murcia’s Passacalles y obras, dated 1732. Castillion identifies 
most of the pieces he has copied as being by F. Corbetta or just F.C.  In Murcia the pieces 
are anonymous.  Some of the other pieces in Passacalles y obras which are still unidentified 
may therefore be by Corbetta 
 
   Only one piece, the Prelude in G minor (f.75v), is found in all three sources.  Most of the 
concordant pieces in the three sources are sufficiently similar to suggest that they were 
copied independently from the same source, that is copies of Corbetta’s missing printed 
books. Only one piece, the Chacone in C major (f.96) varies significantly: Castillion’s version 
is shorter than Gallot’s, and includes several variations which are different. In Murcia’s 
version of the Prelude in G minor (f.123), the first seventeen bars are identical, but Murcia 
has an additional ten bars at end.  
 
   Most of the pieces are the standard movements of the suite - prelude, allemande,  
courante and sarabande; there is one gigue.  The allemande on f.10v has the title gigue in  
B:Lc.Ms.245.  In common time; it is an example of an allemande giguée in which the 
quavers are changed to dotted quaver/semiquaver. It is particularly associated with French 
lute music of the first half of the seventeenth century. There are four pieces with the title 
chaconne; three passacailles; and one folie.  Pieces in variation form may well incorporate 
material from various soruces, not all of it by Corbetta. The chacone on f.15r includes 
material from the chaconne on p.107 of Foscarini’s  Li cinque libri della chitrra all spagnola. 
That on 53v has the subtitle “Colintampon” which refers to a drum tattoo associated with 
the Swiss regiments; a note at the end of the piece indicates that the dimunution was made 
by De Gallot d’Irlande in 1676. 
 
 
                                                 
9 In the second version the opening bars of each section the same, but the rest varies. 
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Summary of pieces which may be by Corbetta 
 

Attributable to Corbetta  18 
     Francisco       4 
         “f”      50                                                     

Total                   72 
 

January 2017 
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Table 1 
Corbetta – Varii capricci – GB-Ob Ms.Mus.Sch.C94 

Pieces in italics not traced in Gallot.  Pieces marked with a star - * - combine alfabeto with French 
tablature.  Corbetta identified as the composer with the letter “f”  by the title. 

Corbetta GB-Ob Ms.Mus.Sch.C94 

Page Title Key Folio Comments 

P.7 Toccata F minor   

P.8 Passachaglia [por P]1 F minor F.122r*  

P.10 Sop. M E flat major F.124v* Dated 1680 

P.12 Sop.  L C minor F.118v*  

P.14 Sop.  H B flat major (1) F.45v 
(2) F.46r 

(3) F.122v* 

(1) Varies substantially 
(2) Incomplete 

 

P.16 Sop. O G minor (1)F.78v* 
(2)F.117v* 

(1)Includes some variations 
from 1643 

P.18 Sop. G F major F.121v*  

P.20 Sop. E D minor (1) F.11v 
(2) F.119v* 

(1) b.1-8/b.52-64 as 2 separate 
items. 

P.22 Sop. B C major F.117v*  

P.24 Sop. D A minor F.27v 
F.123v* 

Incorporates b. 12-20/b.39-42 

P.26 Sop. A G major F.117r* “f” 

P.28 Sop. + E minor (1) F.98r 
(2) F.120v* 

(1) b.1-29 only 
 

P.30 Sop. C D major (1) F.47v 
(2) F.118v* 

(1) Last 15 bars omitted 

P.32 Sop. X B minor F.132v*  

P.34 Sop. I A major F.123v*  

P.36 Sop. V F sharp 
minor 

F.114r*  

P.38 Sop. E E major F.120r*  

P.40 Almanda E minor F.3v  

P.41 Corrente E minor F.4r*  

P.43 Sarabanda E minor F.4v  

P.44 Almanda D major (1) F.22r 
(2) F.48v 
(3) F.71r* 

(2) “f" Opening similar 

P.45 Corrente D major F.48r  

P.46 Sarabanda D major F.48r  

P.47 Almanda G minor F.64r  

P.49 Sarabanda G minor F.64v  

P.50 Almanda F major   

                                                 
1 In the Table of Contents at the beginning of the 1643 book the Passacaglie are listed as Passachali con 
Chiacone.  In the text they are identified only by the alfabeto letter of the key in which they begin.  Gallot often 
but not always titles those in major keys as Ciaccona. 
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P.51 Corrente (1) F major F.41v Second part different 

P.52 Corrente (2) F major   

P.53 Sarabanda F major F.39v  

P.54 Almanda D minor (1) F.33v 
(2) F.127r 

(1) “f” 

P.55 Corrente D minor   

P.56 Sarabanda D minor   

P.57 Almanda C major F.17v  

P.58 Corrente C major F.20r  

P.59 Sarabanda C major F.20r “f” 40 

P.60 Almanda C minor   

P.61 Corrente C minor   

P.62 Sarabanda C minor   

P.63 Almanda Scordatura   

P.65 Corrente Scordatura   

P.67 Sarabanda Scordatura   

P.68 Follia D minor   
 

30 pieces – 6  included twice; 2 included three times = 40 pieces. 
 

GALLOT – 1643 
 

f.3v Allemande   1643, p. 40 
f.4r Courante   1643, p. 41 
f.4v Sarabande   1643, p.43 
f.11v Passacaille   1643, p.20 
f.17v [Allemande]   1643, p.57 
f.20r Courante (f)   1643, p.58 
f.20r Sarab[ande] (f)  1643, p.59 
f.22r Allemande   1643, p.44 
f.27v Passacaille   1643, p.24 
f.33v Allem[ande](f)  1643, p.54 
f.39v Sarabande   1643, p.53 
f.41v Courante   1643, p.51 
f.45v Passacaille   1643, p.14 
f.46r Pascaille   1643, p.14 
f.47v Passacaille   1643, p.30 
f.48r Courante   1643, p.45 
f.48r Sarabande   1643, p.46 
f.48v Allemande (f)   1643, p.44 
f.64r Allemande   1643, p.47 
f.64v Sarabande   1643, p.49 
f.71r Allemande   1643, p.44 
f.78v Passacaille   1643, p.16  
f.98r Pascaille (f)   1643, p.28 
f.114r  Passacaille por Vb mol 1643, p.36 
f.117r Ciacona por A  (f)  1643, p.26 
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f.117v Passacaglio por O  1643, p.16 
f.117v Ciacona por B   1643, p.22 
f.118v Passaglio por H  1643, p.12 
f.118v  Passacaglio por C  1643, p.30 
f.119v Passacaglio por E  1643, p20 
f.120r Passacaille por F  1643, p.38 
f.120v Passacaglio por +  1643, p28 
f.121v Ciaconna por G  1643, p.18 
f.122r Passacaglio por P  1643, p.8 
f.122v Chaconne por H  1643, p.14 
f.123v Ciaconna por I   1643, p.34 
f.123v Passacaille por D  1643, p.24 
f.124v Ciaconna por M  1643, p.10 
f.127r Allemande   1643, p.54 
f.132v Passacaille por X  1643, p.32 
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Table 2 
Corbetta – Varii scherzi (1648) – GB-Ob Ms.Mus.Sch.C94 

Pieces in italics not traced in Gallot.  Corbetta identified as the composer with the letter “f”  
by the title. 

Corbetta 1648 GB-Ob Ms.Mus.Sch.C94 

Page Title Key Folio Comments 

P.8 Passacaglia C minor F.56v  

P.10 Passacaglia B flat major F.45r  

P.12 Passacaglia G minor   

P.14 Passacaglia F major F.41v “francisque”. Bars 16—20 omitted 

P.16 Passacaglia D minor F.31v   

P.18 Passacaglia C major F.17v The dissonant chords in the last nine 
bars are reproduced exactly as in the 
printed version. Two additional 
variations at the end.  

P.20 Passacaglia A minor   

P.22 Passacaglia G major   

P.24 Passacaglia E minor   

P.26 Passacaglia D major F.22v  

P.28 Chiacona C major F.18v “f” In Gallot this forms the opening 
section of a much longer Chiacona. 
First 19 bars the same. Bars 20-27 
omitted. At bar 64, bars32-36 are 
repeated. Bars 65 to the end omitted.  

P.32 Prelud C major F.12v “f” 

P.34 Almanda C major F.19v/F.44v “f” 

P.36 Sarabanda (1) C major   

P.37 Sarabanda (2) C major F.17v Second part varies. 

P.38 Prelud A minor F.25v  

P.40 Almanda A minor F.29v/F.86r “f” 

P.42 Corenta A minor F.29v “f” 

P.44 Sarabanda (1) A minor F.25v/F.30r “f”  

P.45 Sarabanda (2) G minor F.25v  

     

P.46 Prelud F major F.39v “f” 

P.48 Almanda F major F.41r Equivalent of bar 5 omitted in error 
but added at the end of the piece. 

P.50 Sarabanda F major F.39r Varies substantially 

P.52 Prelud E minor F.98 “f” 

P.54 Almanda E minor F.3r  

P.56 Corenta E minor F.3v  

P.58 Prelud Scordatura   

P.60 Gigue Scordatura   

P.62 Paschal Scordatura   

P.65 Corenta G minor   
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P.66 Corenta A minor   

P.67 Corenta C major   

P.68 Corenta A minor   

P.69 Corenta B flat major   

P.70 Sarabanda  D minor   

P.71 Sarabanda C major   

P.72 Sarabanda  C minor   

P.74 Sarabanda G major   

P.75 Folias D minor   

 
21 pieces -  3 duplicated = 24 Pieces. 
 

GALLOT – 1648 
 

f.3r Allemande   1648, p.54 
f.3v Courante    1648, p. 56 
f.12v Prelude (f)   1648, p.32 
f.17v Sarabande   1648, p.37 
f.17v Passacaille (f)   1648, p.18 
f.18v Chaconne   1648, p.28 
f.19v Allemande (f)   1648, p.34 
f.22v Passacaille   1648, p.26 
f.25v Prelude (f)   1648, p.38 
f.25v Sarabande   1648, p.44 
f.29v Allemande (f)   1648, p.40 
f.29v Cour[ante] (f)   1648, p.42 
f.30r Sarab[ande] (f)  1648, p.44 
f.31v Passacaille   1648, p.16 
f.39r Prelude (f)   1648, p.46 
f.39r Allemande   1648, p.48 
f.39r Sarabande   1648, p.50 
f.41r Almemande   1648, p.48 
f.41v Passacaille francisque 1648, p.14 
f.44v Allemande   1648, p.34 
f.45r Passacaille   1648, p.10 
f.56v Passacaille   1648, p.8 
f.86r Allemande   1648, p.40 
f.98r Prelude (f)   1648, p.52 

February 2017 
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Table 3 
Corbetta – La guitarre royale (1671)- GB-Ob Ms. Mus.Sch.C94 

Corbetta 1671 GB-Ob Ms. Mus.Sch.C94 

Page Title Key Folio 

P.1 Allemande du Roy B minor F.58v 

P.7 Allemande sur la mort du duc de 
Gloster 

C minor F.56v 

P.8 Sarabande C minor F.57r 

P.13 Allemande faite sur 
l’Emprisonnement du Duc de 

Bouquingam 

E minor F.98v 

P.30 Sarabande La Victoire A minor F.60r 

P.71 Sarabande la Stuarde D minor F.37v 

 
GB-Ob Ms. Mus.Sch.C94 

 
f.37v La Stuart Sarabande de francisco   1671, p.71 
f.56v Allemande     1671, p.7 
f.57r Sarabande     1671, p.8 
f.58v Allemande de francisque   1671, p.1 
f.60r Sarabande (f)     1671, p.30 
f.98v Allemande du Duc Bouquinkan  1671, p.13 

 
February 2017 
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Table 4 
Corbetta – La guitarre royale (1674) - GB-Ob Ms.Mus.Sch.C94 

Corbetta 1674 GB-Ob Ms.Mus.Sch.C94 

Page Title Key Folio 

P.1 Trompette Tembour C major F.140v 

P.2 Tambour de France Fifre C major F.140v 

P.3 Tambour de Suisse Fifre C major F.141r 

P.4 Fanfare C major F.141r 

P.5 Autre Fanfare C major F.141v 

P.6 Sarabande de depart de Roy B minor F.141v 

P.7 Passacaille B minor F.142r 

P.9 Gigue Cherie du Roy D minor F.142r (With title La 
dauphine sarrabande)  

F.142v 

P.10 Prelude du Concert E minor F.142v/ 
F.143v 

P.11 Alemande E minor F.142v 

P.14 Sarabande E minor F.143v 

P.15 Passacaille E minor F.143v 

P.17 Menuet E minor F.143r 

P.18 Sarabande A minor F.144v 

P.19 Passacaille A minor F.145r 

P.23 Sarabande B flat major F.145v 

P.24 Passacaille B flat major F.145r 

P.37 Follie E minor F.144r 

P.44 Alemande D major F.144v 

P.47 Autre Air de Trompette D major F.141v 

 
20 pieces; 2 duplicated =22. 

 
GB-Ob Ms.Mus.Sch.C94 

 
f.140v Trompette    1674, p.1 
f.140v Le Tambour des francois  1674, p.2 
f.141 Tambour des Suisses   1674, p.3 
f.141 Fanfarre    1674, p.4 
f.141v Aut. Fanfarre    1674, p.5 
f.141v Air de Trompette   1674, p.47 
f.141v Sarrabande du depart du Roy 1674, p.6 
f.142 La dauphine sarrabande =  1674, p.9 
(Gigg cherie du Roy)  
f.142 Pascaille    1674, p.7 
f.142v Gigg cherie du Roy   1674, p.9 
f.142v Prelude    1674, p.10 
f.142v Allemande    1674, p.11 
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f.143 Menuet    1674, p.17 
f.143v Prelude    1674, p.10 
f.143v Sarabande    1674, p.14 
f.143v Pascaille    1674, p. 15 
f.144 Folies     1674, p.37 
f.144v Allemande    1674, p.44 
f.144v Sarrabande    1674, p.18 
f.145 Pascaille    1674, p.19 
f.145v Sarabande    1674, p.23 
f.145v Passacaille    1674, p.24 

 
February 2017 
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Table 5 
Pieces attributable to Corbetta in GB-Ob Ms.Mus.Sch.C94 

(either attributed to francisco or “f” or with concordances elsewhere) 
Liège = B-Lc.Ms.245 

Murcia = Passacalles y obras, 1732 (GB-Lbl Ms.Add.31640) 
1648Add = Pirated edition of 1648 

Folio Title Key Attribution Concordance 

F.3r Sarabande E minor “f”  

F.6v Prelude D minor “f”  

F.6v Autre {Prelude} D minor “f”  

F.10v Allemande G major francisco Liège, p.62/Gigue 

F.12v Prelude C major “f”  

F.15r Allemande C major “f” Cf. F.20v 

F.15r Chaconne C major francisco Ends on F.21v. Cf. 
Foscarini 

F.18v Chaconne C major “f” Liège, p.96 

F.19v Courante C major “f”  

F.19v Sarabande C major “f” Liège, p.41 

F.20r Allemande C major “f”  

F.20v Allemande C major “f” Cf. F.15v 

F.20v Courante (1) C major “f”  

F.20v Courante (2) C major “f”  

F.20v Sarabande C major “f”  

F.21v Suite de chaconne C major Francisco Begins on F.15r 

F.23r Allemande D minor “f”  

F.25v Passacaille A minor “f”  

F.28v Passacaille A minor “f”  

F.29r Sarabande A minor “f”  

F.29v Sarabande A minor “f”  

F.32r Courante D minor “f”  

F.32v Folies D minor “f” cf. Liège, 136/1643 

F.33r Pass[acaille] D minor “f”  

F.33v Allemande D minor “f” Cf. F.85r 

F.34r Prelude E major “f”  

F.34r Sara[bande] D minor “f”  

F.36v Allemande D minor francisque  

F.40v Courante F major “f” Liège, p.40 

F.41 Sarabande D major  Liège, p.41 

F.44r Allemande B flat 
major 

 1648Add, p.72 

F.44r All[emande] 
Branda 

B flat 
major 

 Liège p.93/1648Add, 
p.71 

F.44r Gigue B flat 
major 

“f”  

F.44v Courante C major “f”  
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F.45r Allemande C major “f”  

F.45v Allemande B flat 
major 

 cf. f.44,/1648Add, 
p.72. Opening bars of 
each section the same 

F.46r Courante B flat 
major 

 Liège p.92 

F.46v Sarabande B flat 
major 

 Liège p.92 

F.46v Allemande B flat 
major 

 Liège p.90 

F.46v Courante C major “f”  

F.47r Sarabande C major “f”  

F.48r Allemande D major  Liège p.45 

F.49r Cour[ante] A minor “f” Allemande on f.55r 

F.51v Allemande A major  Liège p.85 

F.53v Pasacaille G minor “f” Colintampon 
diminutions - Gallot 
d’Irlande 1676 

F.55r Allemande A minor “f” Courante on f.49r 

F.59v Allemande B minor “f” Murcia, f.125  

F.60v Allemande C minor “f” Courante on f.62r 

F.60v Allemande D major “f”  

F.62r Courante C minor “f”  

F.63v Allemande G minor “f”  

F.63v Courante G minor “f”  

F.64v Sarabande (1) G minor  Liège p.106 

F.64v Sarabande (2) G minor  Liège p.80 

F.66r Allemande B minor “f”  

F.66r Sarabande B minor “f”  

F.75v Prelude G minor “f” Liège, p.123/Murcia, 
f.73 

F.82r Allemande D minor francisco  

F.82v Allemande D minor “f”  

F.82v Courante D minor “f”  

F.83r Courante D minor “f”  

F.85r Allemande D minor “f” Cf. F.33v 

F.87v Sarabande C major “f” Really a Chaconne 

F.88r Sarabande C major “f”  

F.89r Prelude C major “f”  

F.89r Prelude C major “f”  

F.96v Chacone C major “f”  

F.98v Prelude E minor “f” Reymes 

F.105r Courante Scordatura “f” aa c#’c#  f#f#  bb  e’ 

F.106v Courante (1) Scordatura “f” aa c#’c#  f#f#  bb  e’ 

F.106v Courante (2) Scordatura “f” aa c#’c#  f#f#  bb  e’ 

F.112r Prelude Scordatura “f” ? 
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F.113r Allemande Scordatura “f” ? 

F.113v Sarabande Scordatura “f” ? 

 
72 pieces + 2 duplicated = 74. 
18 pieces, including one attributed to francisco, can be attributed to Corbetta with 
reasonable certainty because they are attributable to him in other sources; 4 more 
attributed to Francisco or Francisque probably by him = 22. 
50  + 2 duplicated attributed to him just as “f” 
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Francesco Corbetta - The Best of All 
 

13. The Liège Manuscript - B-Lc.Ms.245 
 

The manuscript B-LcMs.245 is the earliest of three manuscripts of guitar music 
copied by the Flemish clergyman and amateur guitarist, Jean-Baptiste de Castillion. It has no 
title page, but it bears Castillion’s coat of arms on the binding, and includes an engraved 
portrait of him as a young man in clerical dress. Since he was ordained at Antwerp in 1705, it 
may have been made around that date, perhaps to celebrate his ordination. In 1706 
Castillion became assistant to the Bishop of Ghent, and in 1743 he was appointed Bishop of 
Bruges, a post which he held until his death in 1753.   

 
   The manuscript begins with five unnumbered pages. On the last of these, the table of 
alfabeto chords from Giovanni Battista Granata’s Capricci armonici (1646)1 has been copied 
in French tablature.  This is followed by the table of ornaments from Robert de Visée’s Livre 
de guittarre (1682).2 On the final stave there are three tuning checks in French tablature. 
The music, all in French tablature, occupies pages numbered 6-155 and seven more 
unnumbered leaves.  On a further two unnumbered leaves there is an incomplete table of 
contents; pieces from p.143 onwards have not been entered.    
 
   The manuscript includes all of the pieces from de Visée’s 1682 book, except for the last 
suite which is in scordatura; the passacaglias, ciacconas and a few other pieces from 
Granata’s 1646 book3; six pieces by Lelio Colista, five pieces by Miguel Perez de Zavala and 
four pieces by Gaspar Sanz. At the end there are two tables setting out different positions of 
the twelve major and minor chords, adapted from Sanz’s Instruccion de música (1674).4   
 
     The main interest in the manuscript lies in the substantial number of pieces which are 
attributed to Corbetta.  Two of these are from his Varii capricii (1643)5 and nine from La 
guitarre royale (1671)6. [See Table 1 below] At the end of the manuscript, Castillion has also 
copied the instructions for accompanying a bass line from these two books. However, fifty 
of the pieces are not found in any of Corbetta’s surviving printed books. Thirteen of these 
pieces were recopied into B:Bc.Ms.S5615 and a few are also found in other manuscripts, but 
some are apparently unique. In addition to the pieces attributed to him, there are five 
anonymous pieces. As three of these occur within groups of pieces by Corbetta and are 
similar style, they may also be by him.  [See Table 2 below] 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
1 Giovanni Battista Granata Capricci armonici sopra la chittarriglia spagnuola Bologna, 1646, p.1. The original is 
in Italien tablature 
2 Robert de Visée Livre de guittarre Paris, 1682, p.7 
3 Granata 1646 
4 Gaspar Sanz Instrucción de música Zaragoza, 1674 
5 F. Corbetta Varii capricii per la ghitara spagnuola Milan, 1643 
6 F. Corbetta La guitarre royale Paris, 1671 
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B-Bc Ms.S5615 and B-Br Ms.II.5551.D 
 

B:LcMs.245 is copied throughout in the same hand as the two manuscripts which 
Castillion compiled rather later - B-Bc Ms.S5615, copied in 1730, and B-Br Ms.II.5551.D, 
copied some time after that.  
 
   B-Bc Ms.S5615 is in two sections. The first has the title Recueil des pieces de guitarre 
composées par Mr Francois Le Cocq and includes 116 pieces by Le Cocq.  
 
   The second has the title Receuil des pieces de guitarre de meilleurs maitres du siecle 
dixseptieme. In addition to the forty pieces by Nicolas Derosier, which are apparently 
unique to this source, Castillion has included the six pieces by Lelio Colista, four of the 
pieces by Miguel Perez de Zavala, one by Sanz, seven by de Visée, two pieces by Granata, 
two of the anonymous pieces and thirteen of the pieces attributed to Corbetta from the 
earlier manuscript.  

 
   B-Br Ms.II.5551.D has the title Recueil des pieces de guitarre composées par Mr Francois 
Le Cocq…et de differens autres excellens Maitres and comprises a selection of pieces from 
B-Bc Ms.S5615 with those by Le Cocq intermingled with the seventeenth-century 
repertoire. 

 
Pieces by Granata 

 
Perhaps the most surprising aspect of B-LcMs.245 is that a further twenty of the 

pieces which Castillion has attributed to Corbetta also appear in Granata’s Novi capricci 
armonici musical (1674).7 [See Table 3 below] This may simply be a case of mistaken 
identity, but it is rather a large number of pieces for Castillion, or the source from which he 
was copying, to have wrongly attributed by accident.8  In B:Lc.Ms.245 the pieces are in 
French tablature and for guitar alone, whereas in Granata’s collection of 1674 they are in 
Italian tablature, and nine have been supplied with parts for violin and cembalo. 
Nevertheless the two versions are virtually identical, including their ornaments, and in one 
place the tempo markings are the same. 
 
      What sources might Castillion have used when copying his manuscript? The most 
likely explanation is that he copied them from printed books which he did not own himself; 
when copying de Visée and Granata he has included some of the page numbers from the 
originals.9 No page numbers are supplied for any of the pieces attributed to Corbetta. The 
names of the composers of all the pieces except those by Corbetta are given in full, either in 
the tablature or in the index. A few of the pieces by Corbetta are unattributed in the 
tablature but identified in the index. Many of the pieces are identified only by the intitials 
F.C. Castillion probably thought it unnecessary to give Corbetta’s name in full because he 

                                                           
7 G. B. Granata Novi capricci armonici musicali Bologna, 1674 
8 I am indebted to Gerard Rebours for drawing my attention to these, and for sending me a list of 
concordances 
9 The page numbers of the de Visée pieces are those for the corresponding staff notation versions of pieces in 
tablature which are found at the end of the book   
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was so well known.10 Corbetta published other books which have not survived, and 
Castillion may have had access to copies of these. Corbetta and Granata are also known to 
have plagiarised one another’s music, and the presence of pieces attributed to Corbetta in 
this source, and printed by Granata, seems to support this.  
 

Concordances for several of the pieces in B:Lc.Ms.245 are found in two other 
important manuscript sources, GB:Ob Ms.Mus.Sch.C94 - Henry François de Gallot, Pieces de 
guittarre de differends autheurs and GB:Lbl Add.Ms. 31640 – Santiago de Murcia, 
Passacalles y obras.  Concordances for two more pieces in B:Lc.Ms.245 are found 
unattributed in other manuscript sources. The Rondeau on p.24 is included in GB-Ob Mus. 
Sch. Ms.F. 572 p.103 and the Sarabande in G minor on p.106 in P-bn Ms.Vm7675p.97 with 
the title “Sarabande du Juif”. 
 

The music in B:Lc.Ms.245 
 

Within B:Lc Ms.245 the pieces are grouped first by key, then by composer, although 
there are inconsistencies. It is therefore difficult to determine whether the pieces by 
Corbetta were grouped in the original sources in the same way. The pieces in F major and B 
flat major are grouped together in both B:Lc.Ms.245 and Gallot  but as Gallot is also 
arranged by key this is not surprising. Corbetta however often based movements of a suite 
on the same thematic or harmonic material and some of the movements in B:Lc.Ms.245 are 
clearly related in this way. The Courante (p.40) and Sarabande (p.41) in F major are similar 
throughout, and three movements in A minor, the Allemande (p.34), Courante (p.35) and 
Minuet (p.36) begin with the same motif.  
 

   Although the pieces vary in quality, many are as technically demanding as those in La 
guitarre royale (1671). Several are in more difficult keys and include one piece, an 
Allemande, in F minor – an infrequently used key in guitar music of the period. In La guitarre 
royale, Corbetta exhibits a preference for minor keys. B:Lc.Ms.245 also includes more 
pieces in minor keys, although this may reflect Castillion’s preferences as  much as 
Corbetta’s. Most of the pieces are the standard binary form movements of the suite - 
allemandes (10), courantes (10), sarabandes (9) and gigues (7). There are  also two menuets. 
The mid-seventeenth century variants of the courante and gigue are well represented.  Six 
of the courantes are in 3/2-6/4 in the French manner.  All the courantes in the 1643 book 
are in simple triple time.  In the 1648 book the two courantes forming part of suites are in 
simple triple time, but the five separate courantes are in the French manner. In La guitarre 
royale Corbetta reverts to writing only courantes in simple triple time. Five of the gigues are 
in common time. Of the earlier books, only that of 1648 includes a single gigue11 and this is 
also in common time. La guitarre royale includes a number of gigues but these are either in 
simple triple time  or 6/8. The gigue in common time (often referred to as  “allemande 
giguée”),  in which the even quavers of the allemande are changed to dotted 
quaver/semiquaver, is particularly associated with French lute music of the first half of the 
seventeenth century. The menuet is French in origin and became fashionable at the court of 
Louis XIV.  There are several examples in La guitarre royale (1671). 
 

                                                           
10 All the pieces recopied into B:Bc.Ms.S 5615 are attributed to F. Corbet.  
11Varii scherzi di sonate (Brussels, 1648), p.60. 
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In common with many guitar books of the period, Corbetta’s 1643 and 1648 books start 
with series of passacailles which modulate through the commoner major and minor keys in 
a circle of fifth.  These were intended to serve a didactic purpose.  In La guitarre royalle 
(1671)  the passacaille has become a constituent part of the suite. The four passacailles in 
B:Lc.Ms.245 are similarly grouped with other movements in the same key. The Folies and 
Chacone are independent compositions. The Folies is of the Spanish type, with a two beat 
anacrucis, the initial accent falling on the dominant chord.  The variations bear some 
resemblance to the sets included in Corbetta’s 1643 and 1648 books and to the set 
attributed to Corbetta in Gallot (f.72v),  although none are obviously concordant. The 
Chacone includes a prototype of the “repicco” variation, in which the chords are strummed 
in an elaborate manner alternating thumb and fingers, which later features in the two 
chaconnes in La Guitarre Royale (1671). The three pieces entitled “Ballet” are in the style of 
Lully. In the preface to La guitarre royale Corbetta refers to taking part in a ballet by Lully.  
This was probably La galanterie de la temps performed during the Carnival period of  1656.  
The music has not survived, but the libretto which mentions the participation of Corbetta is 
preserved in the library of the Conservatoire in Paris.12  One of the “ballets” copied by 
Castillion could be the Entree to which Corbetta refers.13  
 
January 2017 
 

 

                                                           
12 Henri Prunières, ‘L’opéra italien  en France avant Lulli’. (Paris, 1913) pp.195-196. 
13 None are included in Chronologisch-thematisches Verzeichnis samtlicher Werke von Jean-Baptiste Lully 
(LWV) compiled by Herbert Scheider (Tutzing, 1981). 
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Table 1 
B-Lc.Ms.245 – Corbetta’s Printed Books 

FC1643 – Corbetta – Varii capricii (Milan, 1643) 
FC1671 -  Corbetta -  La guitarre royalle (Paris, 1671) 

 Title Attribution Key Altermative Source 

p.18 Allemande Anon G minor FC1671p.54 

p.19 Sarabande F. Corbetta G minor FC1671p.56 

p.43 Prelude Anon D major FC1671 p.67 

p.98 Allemande F.C. D major FC1643p.44 
p.98 Courante F.C. D Major FC1643p.45 

p.148 Prelude Anon B minor FC1671p.1 

p.148 Allemande Anon B minor FC1671p.1 

p.150 Courante Anon B minor FC1671p.3 

p.151 Sarabande (1) Anon B minor FC1671p.4 

p.152 Sarabande (2) Anon B minor FC1671p.4 

p.152 Allemande Anon F major FC1671p.6 
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Table 2 
B-Lc.Ms.245 – Pieces attributed to Corbetta 

B-Bc - B-Bc Ms.S5615 
B-Br - B-Br Ms.II.5551.D 

FC1643 – Corbetta – Varii capricii (Milan, 1643). 
FC1671 -  Corbetta -  La guitarre royalle (Paris, 1671). 

CA2 -  Carré – Livre de pieces de guitarre (No imprint, ca. 1677-1688). 
GAL -  Gallot - Pieces de Guitarre, (1661) (GB-Ob Ms.Mus.Sch.C94). 

GR - Granata – Novi capricci armonici musicali (Bologna, 1674). 
MUR -  Murcia – Passacalles y obras, 1732 (GB-Lbl Ms.Add.31640) 

 Title Attribution1 Key B-Bc/B-Br Altermative Source 

p.18  Allemande Anon G minor  FC1671p.54 

p.19 Sarabande F. Corbetta G minor  FC1671p.56 

p.24 Rondeau F.  Corbet C major  GB-Ob Mus. Sch. Ms.F. 572   

p.25 Gigue F. Corbet C major p.107  

p.33 Passacaille F. Corbetta D minor p.86  

p.34 Allemande [F.C.] A minor p.83/p.65  

p.35 Allemande [F.C.] A minor p.94/p.72  

p.36 Courante [F.C.] A minor p.95/p.73  

p.36 Menuet [F.C.] A minor p.84/p.74  

p.37 Menuet [F.C.] A minor p.97  

p.37 Bourrée Anon C major   

p.38 Gigue [F.C.] C major p.108/p.78  

p.39 Passacaille F. Corbetta F major p.92/p.70  

p.40 Courante F. Corbetta F major  GALf40v2  

p.41 Sarabande (1)  F. Corbetta F major  GALf41r 

p.41 Sarabande (2) F.Corbetta C major  GAL 19v3  

p.43 Prelude Anon D major  FC1671 p.674 
CAR2p.1 

p.44 Allemande F.C. D major  GR1674p.16 

p.44 Courante F. Corbetta D minor   

p.45 Sarabande F. Corbetta  D major  GAL f.48r 

p.46 Gigue F. C. D minor p.93/p.80  

p.57 Passacaille F. Corbet A minor p.104  

p.60 Allemande F. Corbet G major   

p.61 Courante F. Corbet G major   

p.61 Sarabande F. Corbet G major   

p.62 Gigue F Corbet G major p.89/p.82 GALf.10v5 

p.63 Allemande F.C. A major  GR1674p.6 

p.65 Allemande F.C. D major  GR1674p.40 

p.66 Courante F. Corbetta G major  MURf.109v 

p.67 Gigue F.C. D minor p.104/p.88 GR1674p.38 

p.68 Allemande F. Corbetta D minor   

p.68 Courante F. Corbetta D minor   

p.69 Sarabande F. Corbetta D minor   

p.70 Gigue F. Corbetta D minor   

p.72 Allemande F.C. E minor  GR1674p.20 

p.73 Courante F.C. E minor   

p.74 Gigue F.C. E minor  GR1674p.24 

                                                 
1 Attributions in brackets are from the Table of Contents at the end of the manuscript. 
2 Varied repeats. 
3 Abbreviated. 
4 Both versions vary. 
5 With the title “Allemande Francisco” in C time 
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p.76 Allemande F.C. E minor  GR1674p.34 

p.77 Gigue F.C. E minor  GR1674p.34 

p.78 Allemande F.C. B flat major  GR1674p.55 

p.79 Allemande F. Corbetta G minor   

p.80 Courante F. Corbetta G minor   

p.80 Sarabande F. Corbetta G minor  GALf.64v/2 

p.81 Gigue F. Corbetta G minor   

p.85 Allemande F. Corbetta A major  GAL f.51v 

p.87 Balet F.C. A major  GR1674p.8 

p.88 Allemande F.C. E minor  GR1674p.32 

p.89 Courante Anon E minor  GR1674p.33 

p.90 Gigue F.C. E minor  GR1674p.26 

p.90 Allemande F. Corbetta B flat major  GALf.46v 

p.92 Courante F. Corbetta B flat major  GALf46 

p.93 Brand F. Corbetta B flat major  GAL f.44  

p.95 Ballet F. Corbetta F major   

p.96 Chacone F. Corbetta C major p.106 GAL f18v-19v & 21v6 

p.98 Allemande F.C. D major  FC1643p.44 
p.98 Courante F.C. D Major  FC1643p.45 

p.99 Sarabande F. Corbetta G minor   

p.100 Gigue F.C. D minor  GR1674p.39 

p.106 Allemande F. Corbetta G minor   

p.106 Sarabande F. Corbetta G minor  GAL f.64v/1 
F-PnVm7675p.977 

p.107 Gigue F. Corbetta G minor   

p.108 Passacaille FC. G minor   

p.112 Gigue F.C. D major  GR1674p.28 

p.117 Gigue F.C. E minor  GR1674p.35 

p.123 Prelude F. Corbetta G minor  MURf.738/GALf.75v 

p.124 Allemande F. Corbetta F minor   

p.125 Courante F. Corbetta C minor  MURf.120v 

p.126 Allemande F.C. E minor  GR1674p.31 

p.127 Allemande F.C. B minor  GR1674p.10 

p.128 Courante F.C. B minor  GR1674p.12 

p.128 Allemande F.C. D minor  GR1674p.37 

p.131 Allemande F. Corbetta D major   

p.135 Ballet (1) F. Corbetta G minor   

p.135 Ballet (2) F. Corbetta G minor   

p.136 Folies F. Corbetta D minor   

p.137 Sarabande Anon C major   

                                                 
6 Castillion’s version is irregularly barred.  When barred correctly the following sections are concordant in the two 
sources: 
           Castillion   Gallot 
           Bars  1-4    1- 4 (similar) 
            4 -8            52-56 (similar)  

8-12 56-60 
12-13 60-61 
17-20 62-65 
24-40 65-81 
44-75   81-113 

The “repicco”  variation (Castillion bars 64-67/Gallot bars 101-105) is the same as that in the Chacone on p.72 of  
“Guitarre royale (1671) but the two pieces are otherwise different.  The same variation is found in the Chacone 
on p. 4 of Carré’s “Livre de guitarre” (1671). 
7 With the title “Sarabande du Juif”. 
8 Murcia has ten extra bars at the end. 
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p.146 Folies Anon D minor   

p.1489 Prelude Anon B minor  FC1671p.1 

p.148 Allemande Anon B minor  FC1671p.1 

p.150 Courante Anon B minor  FC1671p.3 

p.151 Sarabande (1) Anon B minor  FC1671p.4 

p.152 Sarabande (2) Anon B minor  FC1671p.4 

p.152 Allemande Anon F major  FC1671p.6 

p.154 Gigue Anon G minor   
 

                                                 
9 Not entered in the Table of Contents 
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Table 3 
B-Lc.Ms.245 - Granata 

GR1674 Granata  
Bc - B-Bc Ms.S5615 

B-Br - B-Br Ms.II.5551.D 

 Title Attribution1 Key B-Bc/B-Br Altermative Source 

p.44 Allemande F.C. D minor  GR1674p.16 

p.63 Allemande F.C. A major  GR1674p.6 

p.65 Allemande F.C. D major  GR1674p.40 

p.67 Gigue F.C. D minor p.104/p.88 GR1674p.38 

p.72 Allemande F.C. E minor  GR1674p.20 

p.74 Gigue F.C. E minor  GR1674p.24 

p.76 Allemande F.C. E minor  GR1674p.34 

p.77 Gigue F.C. E minor  GR1674p.34 

p.78 Allemande F.C. B flat major  GR1674p.55 

p.87 Balet F.C. A major  GR1674p.8 

p.88 Allemande F.C. E minor  GR1674p.32 

p.89 Courante Anon E minor  GR1674p.33 

p.90 Gigue F.C. E minor  GR1674p.26 

p.100 Gigue F.C. D minor  GR1674p.39 

p.112 Gigue F.C. D major  GR1674p.28 

p.117 Gigue F.C. E minor  GR1674p.35 

p.126 Allemande F.C. E minor  GR1674p.31 

p.127 Allemande F.C. B minor  GR1674p.10 

p.128 Courante F.C. B minor  GR1674p.12 

p.128 Allemande F. C. D minor  GR1674p.37 
 

                                                 
1 Attributions in brackets are from the Table of Contents at the end of the manuscript. 
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Francesco Corbetta - The Best of All 

14. Santiago de Murcia – Passacalles y obras (1732) 
GB-Lbl Ms.Add.31640 

 
Murcia’s Passacalles y obras, is well known. It is dated 1732 and dedicated to an 

otherwise unknown Spanish grandee, Joseph Albarez de Saavedrra. In spite of suggestions 
to the contrary,1 the most likely person to have copied it is Murcia himself.  
   
   The manuscript is preserved in its original tooled red leather binding with metal clasps.  
The end papers are of marbled paper and the edges of the volume are gilded. Following the 
flyleaf, there are two unnumbered blank folios; the attractively coloured title page is on the 
third unnumbered folio. The Yndize de lo contenido en el To 2o occupies a further two 
unnumbered folios. The music is arranged in two sections; the first section, folios numberd 
1-43v, comprises fourteen passacalles; folios 44 – 44r are ruled but unused. The second 
section, comprising the obras or suites. occupies folios numbered 45v-126.   The suites are 
made up of the standard movements, preludios, allemandas, correntas zarabandas and 
gigas, with other assorted pieces including menuets, gavottas and bourrées, 102 pieces in 
total. 61 of these are certainly not by Murcia himself; the remaining 41 have not yet been 
traced to alternative sources but may not be by Murcia himself either.  As well as Corbetta, 
the composers represented include Campion, Lecocq, De Visée, Corelli and Lully.  The only 
composer actually named in the manuscript is Corelli.  Murcia has often been unfairly 
accused of plagiarsim but there is no reason why he should not have copied the pieces into 
a manuscript for a patron or pupil.   Most of them would have long been out of copyright in 
1732 and Murcia himself may not always have known the original composer. There is 
nothing in the manuscript to support the idea that he was deliberately passing the pieces off 
as his own compositions. 
 
   The manuscript includes ten pieces which can be attributed to Corbetta; one is from from 
Varii Scherzi di Sonate (1648) and five from La guitarre royalle (1671). Murcia includes two 
of the pieces attrbuted to Corbetta in B:Lc.Ms.245, the Correnta on f.109v2 and the 
Correnta on f.120v. The Sarabande in B minor on f.125r is attributed to “f” in GB:Ob 
Ms.Mus.Sch.C9.  One piece, the Preludio in G minor on f.75r in Murcia is in both 
B:Lc.Ms.245 and GB:Ob Ms.Mus.Sch.C94 .  [See Table below] 
 
   The presence of these pieces in Murcia’s manuscript suggests that he, like Gallot and 
Castillion, may have had access to copies of Corbetta’s missing printed books.  Some of the 
other pieces in Passacalles y obras still unidentified may therefore be by Corbetta.  
 

 
 

                                                           
1 Notably by Alejandro Vera in his edition of Murcia’s Cifras selectas (1722). 
2 The folio numbers used throughout this study are those in the original manuscript which commence with the 
first page of tablature; they correspond with the folio numbers in the Indice. In the facsimile published by 
Editions Chanterelle these have been deleted and the page numbers pencilled into the manuscript when it was 
accessioned substituted instead. 
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Table  
Murcia – Passacalles y obras (1732) – Corbetta’s Printed Books 

FC1648 – Varii capricci (1648) 
FC1671 = La guitarre royale 1671 

GAL = GB-Ob Ms.Mus.Sch.C94 
Liège = Bl Ms.245 

Folio Title Concordance Notes 

F.75r Preludio Liège p.123 
GALf.75v 

Murcia has 10 
extra bars at the 
end 

F.98r Zarabanda  FC1648 p.50  

F.109v Corrente Liège p.66  

F.119v Allemanda. Tombo de la 
muerte de madama de 

Orleans 

FC1671 p.10  

F.120v Correnta Liège p.125  

F.121r Zarabanda mui Grave FC1671p.8  

F.121v Giga FC1671p.51 Murcia omits bars 
4-7  

F.123r La Allem[an]da R[oya]le FC1671p.1  

F.124v Su correnta   FC1671p.3  

F.125r Zarabanda GALf.59v  

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


